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The Office of Tourism is a driving force of the economic development for the Town of
Provincetown. The Tourism Department is poised to take their marketing strategy to the next
level in order to initiate the economic recovery of the Town. Working in conjunction with the
Town Manager, the Visitor Services Board, our marketing partners (the Provincetown Business

Guild and the Provincetown Chamber of Commerce), and the strong foundation built over the
past year will jumpstart the process.
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Marketing and advertising remain a key component for sustained growth in tourism revenue.
The fiscal years 2019 and 2020 annual tourism budget of $750,000 was a .3% investment in
the Town’s $250,000,000+ tourism industry.



The outbreak of COVID-19 in March 2020, created a temporary shut-down of the Town which
continued through the end of May 2020 when businesses began to open, and visitors slowly
began to return. On June 8, 2020 State guidelines allowed Guest Houses and Inns to begin
operating with limited capacity. Strict safety mandates were put into place by the Town
allowing for safe visitation.
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All special events and themed weeks are canceled through December 2020 and with the
Virus not contained or a vaccine created, there is uncertainty of when large scale events,
which draws the most visitors, will be able to be produced once again.



The FY21 Marketing plan will be geared toward the
Spring of 2021 being the optimal time for tourist to

once again visit and stay in Provincetown and will
include all safety guidelines.


The Tourism Office will create an advertising push in
the winter months to encourage planning for the
spring and summer seasons.
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84% spent at least one night in Provincetown on their most recent visit



97% were from the US (39% from Massachusetts and 16% from New York)



89% were tourists and 11% were second homeowners



66% were LGBTQ, 29% heterosexual, and 5% other or preferred not to answer



47% identified as female, 52% as male, and 1% as non-binary/other



54% were age 55 or older, 40% age 35-54, and 6% under age 35



57% were married and 10% had children under 18 at home



64% were from households earning $100k+ and 79% were college graduates



44% spent $1000 or more on their most recent visit



50% visited in summer and 23% visited in September/October



66% most recently visited with a spouse or SO and 5% brought children under 18



83% had visited Provincetown more than 5 times
2018 Visitor Survey; Base: 4022 total respondents
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The Tourism Office begins to re-strategize the current strategic plan to accommodate the
unforeseen health crisis. In March 2020, when COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, the Tourism
Office created a three-tiered Crisis Marketing Strategy which would occur over a three to sixmonth period.
Go Dark
‣ Paused advertising on Monday, March 16th following the
COVID-19 activity
Provincetown - a Caring Campaign
‣ A thoughtful approach – A community coming together
‣ message of hope, being safe and doing well
Visit Provincetown Campaign
‣ A wellness and healing approach to visiting message of hope,
being safe and doing well
‣ A message letting the public know Provincetown is here for you
The third tier began in June when marketing began to pivot to promoting Provincetown is open and
ready for visiting with safety in the forefront. The Crisis Marketing strategy will be completed by the
end of September 2020.
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The Tourism Office promotes the diverse business segments of the community including
LGBTQ tourism, Arts, Culture and History; Ecotourism; Maritime Tourism; Retail;
Entertainment and Nightlife; Wellness; Culinary; and General tourism. Traveling safely will be
an added component to all advertising.



As we begin the next phase of the FY21 marketing strategy, a key component will be to keep
Provincetown in the front of mind of our visitors and encourage visitors to book vacations in
advance.



Due to the canceled themed weeks and events, social venues closed and limited
entertainment, there was a noticeable decline in LGBTQ visitors. The FY21 strategy will
include a push to strategically target LGBTQ visitors to return to Provincetown.



An additional component of the strategy will be to target the 21+ age demographic.
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The Office of Tourism uses the following approach to reach prospective visitors
and encourage re-visitation:






Engaging in the next level of digital media



Regional radio and ads along with extended

including Digital Display, SEO Optimization,

reach streaming radio ads as well as an

Social Media, Digital Advertising and Video

outdoor advertising

News releases to generate media interest and



Influencers (when applicable)

earned media



Attending key Tourism Business-to-Business

Strategically placed print ads to maintain a

Marketplaces and Tourism Consumer Trade

necessary presence in travel and trade

Shows (if applicable or possibly virtual)

publications
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The Tourism Department working in conjunction with the Town Manager and VSB
have a strong team in place:






Tourism Staff
Digital Marketing – MultiView
Website Management – Bellweather
Public Relations – ConranPR
Graphic Design – KVH Design
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FY21 marketing will be based on a seasonal approach. The following are campaign
concepts. Details of each campaign will be created based on current trends.
Outreach vehicles for each themed quarter will include:
 Digital Media – Display ads; Social Media; Video
 PR and Media Relations
 Print
 Radio/Streaming
 Outdoor advertising
 Sponsored content (print and digital)
 Web Content updates
 Influencers (when applicable)
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Fall (October – December, 2020)
Retail (shop local; shop holidays)
Dining
Outdoors - Last chance for sun and sand; trails
Winter (January – March, 2021)
Quiet time for visiting
◦ listing of what’s open; outdoor activities




Plan your stay for spring and summer
Mention of events planned for spring
and summer (if applicable)*

*Advertising will be based on current health trends, State and Town guidelines and/or restrictions.
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Spring (April – June, 2021)
Exciting Welcome Back!
Update on the “State of the Town”
Promote “Safecation”
Promote events (if applicable)*

*Advertising will be based on current health trends, State and Town guidelines and/or restrictions.
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4%
6%

12%
Digital Media
Print Media
78%

Radio
Outdoor
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As part of the strategy, to support the economic development of the Town, grants are available
through the Tourism Fund. In FY21, 17.2% of the marketing budget is geared toward marketing
grants. Marketing Grant funds must be used for promotional purposes, and not operational
expenses.



Tourism Event Marketing Grants support new events and shoulder and off-season events to
drive the economy before and after the “high season” (July/August).



Matching Marketing Grants provide opportunities for organizations to enhance their
marketing and advertising efforts and are considered a compliment to the Tourism
Department’s marketing plan and to reach niche markets
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Print advertising/Advertorial
 Boston Spirit
 Cape Cod Travel Guide
 American Art Collector
Digital advertising and/sponsored content
 Yankee
 Towleroad
 Boston Spirit
 The Advocate
Radio
 CCB Media (South Eastern Region)
 iHeart Streaming (Extended Regional
Reach)
 The Dunes

Influencers
 Geared toward younger demographics
 Working with the PR Company and
current Tourism contacts
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A PR campaign which aims to re-introduce Provincetown to the press, inspire media visits,
while also ensuing a presence in influential rankings and round-up lists.
To share Provincetown’s compelling story with the top movers and shakers in media, to help
them discover – or in many cases, rediscover -- Provincetown.
OBJECTIVES
 Re-Establish Provincetown with the
media, get back on the radar and
into the influential media outlets
and platforms, i.e. The New York
Times, Travel + Leisure, Condé Nast
Traveler, AFAR and more.
 Inspire compelling reasons to visit
and/or return to Provincetown. Put
a new spin on a treasured favorite.





Connect Provincetown to trends in
travel that the media are covering.
Take a leadership position at the
forefront of emerging trends – in
wellness, sustainability, inclusive
travel, over-tourism etc.
Sync the PR strategy to the needs,
wants and aspirations of the
Provincetown Office of Tourism
stakeholders.
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While continuing to use the 2018 Visitor survey as the foundation for
building strategy, begin the process of planning for the next survey (2022).
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